Circular Vision
© Wings of Spirit
The love of God now moves gently with its people. We center ourselves now in
the gloried idea of love and allow it to move us into wisdom. Wisdom teaches that
long ago, far, far away in time, that which was children, now adults, matured, if
you will, through spaces of experiences in time, are gathered in the earth now to
proclaim, "I am the will of God and the consciousness therein." These beings of
light, to which you are a part or a member, have spent many hours in rivers of
generations past, streams, if you will, of consciousness evolving and revolving.
Treasures of light speak through those who now await their place to serve here in
earth.
Let us begin by understanding that that which is in ideas of "willed
consciousness" seek to find a resting place so that the will of God alone can make
itself known unto that which is called the Child of Light. This will of God, which is
forever now impressing itself for more importance to the conscious mind, is the
final key or, if you will, mastery which must be rendered unto full expression in
all. Your children shall be the offspring of that which you as adult family
member shall teach from this day forward unto those who come after.
This is the will of God, so to speak, as we speak. For in this will now, the will is
understood to be the life giver, the life sustainer, and the life creator. We are
children of the giver of life. In this way, we become givers of life, and yet, we are
still the children of that which is known as "Father". And in this way, you will
always be a child. At the same time, you too shall be called "Father" or "giver of
life."
Irrespective of your mental understanding of the totality of this eternal truth, you
shall be guided by it and blessed by it, and . . . carried forth with members of the
same family. We are entertaining ways to help you understand what we call
"membership" in the family of God, connected to all, yet frequenced in small
segments or circles of family members through which you engage the totality of all
- all life, all human nature, all life experience, all generations, all experiences of
generations.
Lovingly, we send you messages of this wisdom which is important to
know - simply because of the unification of the total family unit. How many
cousins do you know, children? Not many, and yet they are all part of your family.
And each member goes forth and creates life according to that which is impulsed
from within by the within - connected, if you will, and a part of the experience of
every family member you generate and regenerate, create and experience the
effects of the whole. You cannot escape the effects of the whole. It is impossible
for you to be singled out and separate from thoughts, feelings, actions and
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activities of the whole family of God. However, you can become an active
participant in the collective unification and glorification of the family of God in your
individualization. Thus, you affect all, including self.
It is so important to understand this great truth, for herein lies the secret of
Humanity’s fulfillment - the Divine Destiny and plan which is at work in all
energies which call themselves Beings of Light. A "Being of Light" simply is the mind
of the God realized in its own sense of self. If you take away the garment clothing
each individual’s sense of self, there is only self left. The totality of that equals you
- not just the sense of you.
Mysteries, mysteries . . . that which seems hidden from the mind. Jesus Christ,
He is abiding at the center of every being in the earth that is called a
"human being." You are the beloved heart flame core unit of one. You are the
complete vortex and equal light vibration of master teacher carried forth from the
Central Sun in the beginning. You were sent in many expressions of life, including
this one, and here is where you collect that which has gone before to fulfill the
prophecy of the I AM OM AUM. Your beloved, which sits before each of you,
I AM.
The unified field of positive and negative light completes a unit of light complete in
itself having multiplied its energy field through wisdom teachings gained in each
experience of life. As others have the same created and experienced, they too have
increased that which is called "the life expansion" within that which is called "the
life" which is I AM. Together, collectively, taking its unit through its
progressions of evolution and the expansion of the light frequency, we have what is
called "creation". Creation is a part and an aspect of all Beings of Light. The
totality of it is God Almighty I AM. The nature of it is holy. The purity of it is
essence. The purpose of it is "glory I AM."
The wisdom forever expands to teach of itself that which it is within itself given in each
Being of Light. Master, hmmmm, much more. This is a term that your mind can
understand. Beyond the master is the Presence which the master seeks to know.
And here is where we begin the evolution in the new world to come. Not to be the
master, but the Presence I AM. From this point then, we create according to that
which is given in the Presence - - not seeking to know, but known; not seeking to
find, not seeking to understand, not seeking to believe - - just I AM. As I AM is,
then, so shall it be. And that which is to become is experienced, eventually, by
that which is even more of itself to begin again and again. Frontiers of
consciousness cannot be understood nor even grasped with language of your
mentality, so we must stop here, for to take you further would make no sense.
Gravity is the closest idea we can use to help you understand your footage.
There is a force that holds you in the earth, as there is a force that holds you on the
earth. It is the life-force of generations past, present, and future. That to which
your experience is drawn by that which is called "your God I AM within ,“ you
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design. The force field then is that which controls and enables. If you do not
resist the force field, then by its nature it shall keep you in and on the plane of
existence which is suited for your evolution.
Wisdom is about understanding that it is wisdom that teaches wisdom, and wisdom
gathers with it only that which it is revealing, that which is known - not that
which is to be understood, but that which is known. Now, let us be assured that as
you seek to have wisdom revealed, it is I, the
love of God within you, who seeks to assist Myself in enfolding and unfolding
for others and yourselves that which I AM. These teachings raise the vibrational
frequency of the mind and, though at times it may seem confusing, stretch Myself or My
mind so I may be more contained within Myself
remembered or, shall we say, "allowed." Never before have I been able to reveal
Myself in such a way, for never before have I had willing hearts and minds ready
for equalization or for emancipation. This will of God which you have sought
for so long is the key to unlocking and revealing the will, as you
understand the will to be the highest element of God contained within that which
is I AM YOU ARE.
This gift which is called the "spirit of life within every human being," projects,
penetrates. Powerful units now assist each of you - - not just you, but EACH of
you, children of light, powerful units, units which can be called equal to "Christ I
AM".
Nature. Nature. Nature. Trust this idea, nature. She is a being of great, great
magnitude filled with the knowingness of God. Resilient, the epitome of trust and
forgiveness. Thus, the soul, within that which you are, seeks and covets that
which is nature’s experience, for it teaches a greater nature of that which is to
be known within the nature of God within you. When you resist my Presence, you
resist that which is called "your own nature." This is all that causes pain, and this
alone. You never ever, ever, ever, ever see nature resist itself. Watch carefully
every aspect of nature. You will not be able to find resistance. It knows not of it.
The collective consciousness of humanity has a great gift, and that gift is called "the
ability to resist." This is the next level above nature. It is a gift to be given by the
giver which you are to the experience of life in creation. For to create new life,
you must have the gifted gift of resistance; however, to use it against the nature of
who you are is truly a sin. And this resistance is caused by that which you call
"willful mind." Yet, the paradox is, without willful mind you would not have the
gift of creation, for you must have the power to will.
Herein is a great mystical secret known only by the ages of sages. That which is
always the gift is also that which is the sword. And it must be treasured for that life
that it can give and destroy, and it must be respected thusly. It is, therefore,
imperative to know how to resist nonresistance and to not resist ever the nature of
God within you. You must allow the free flow of the life force, and when it flows
freely to have you resist, then you use the sword with wisdom.
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This great truth will help you understand the great power of the word in its place - that power to say "yea, yea" or "nay, nay,” and a gift of life to give and to
withhold. And when it is in the midst of Spirit to be with joy or sadness, to be with
sleep or to be with awake, to be with work and/or be with rest, to be with giving or
to be receiving, to be holding on or to be letting go, to be sweet or to be powerful
in your strength of courage and steadfastness, to be giving in the immaculate
conception of truth or to be receiving in innocence.
Our master teacher, Jesus, taught us from the center which has perfect circular
vision. When you reach that point of circular vision, you will know when to hold
and when to fold. You will know when to speak, when to be silent. You will know
when to move, when to stand still. You will know when to stand for what you
believe in with strength and voice, and when to be quiet completely in rest and
knowing the truth. You will know when to speak the word, and you will know
when to hold the word. You will know when to be gentle, when to be strong. Only
in circular vision with nonresistance to the force that sees through the eyes that
behold will you be able to create that manner in which you as a programmed
creator were created to be. You must practice now what you understand to be
listening. When you practice listening and allowing that which is heard or
impulsed to move you through you, you will begin to feel this circular vision
impulse you to do or to not do. As you follow that impulse with no resistance, you
will understand this teaching. Until then, it is just a perception in the mind, an ideal
to be understood in the future. It must become your reality in the present moment
so that you can be all that you were created to be and assist the world in moving
into the next realm of existence creating a new reality, according to that which IS
the circular vision within I AM. We are that - - all of us - - each one.
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